
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of manager, sales strategy. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for manager, sales strategy

Partner with field sales and Demand Planning to develop customer and
channel forecasts
Work closely with Demand/Supply Planning to ensure all projects deliver to
customers OTIF
Develop trade and sales strategies and initiatives for customers by working
side by side with field sales, marketing, operations and finance teams
Track, measure and analyze trade programs ROI to provide trade
effectiveness guidance and TP3 management
Be the steward of Consumption Based Forecasting, Budget Planning,
Tracking Progress, and Identifying Gap Closing Activities
Utilize consumption and shipment data and work with field sales teams to
analyze business development opportunities and consumption based
forecasts
Assist in driving analytics to understand industry and competitive dynamics,
evaluate the overall performance of the company, or the impact of specific
initiatives
Research and understand the data relevant to the education market as well
learn how to access and use internal data points for analysis
Conduct primary or secondary research related to various Sales initiatives and
prepare related analysis/reports regarding feasibility and resulting
implications
Take an active role in planning and developing new analyses based on
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Qualifications for manager, sales strategy

Solid people leadership experience with the ability to build and leverage the
capabilities of a high-performing team, business partners across the
enterprise
Strong executive communication skills utilizing impeccable written and oral
communication credentials, coupled with strategic influencing skills and the
ability to drive agreement through intellect, interpersonal and negotiation
talent
Ability to drive results by displaying an intense focus on achieving both short
and long term goals
Previous digital sales experience, experience selling linear a plus
A minimum of 4 years experience in management/sales with a thorough
knowledge of Core Field Sales and expert knowledge of the Core sales
product offering is required
Experience developing and implementing effective processes, procedures
and training programs, the ability to be an effective team leader, manage
multiple projects simultaneously and coordinate activities in multiple locations
is required


